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Propagators and spectra of surface polaritons in metallic slabs:
Effects of quantum-mechanical nonlocality
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A transparent and compact method for the calculation of the electromagnetic-field propagator in presence of
a thin metallic slab is developed. Electron wave functions for the slab are obtained numerically by using
density-functional theory within the local density approximation, and used to construct the slab conductivity
tensor. Expressions for the free-photon Green’s function and photon self-energy �i.e., slab conductivity tensor�
in terms of electronic wave functions are derived analytically, taking advantage of the symmetry of the problem
and separating it in s and p polarizations. Dyson equation for the polariton propagator is analytically prepared
to be solved in two steps: first, solving the Dyson equation with only paramagnetic �nonlocal� part of photon
self-energy included, and second, renormalizing such propagator because of its interaction with diamagnetic
�local� polarizations. Such approach allows us to take both polarization mechanisms into account as well as
their mutual influence. Long-wavelength and quasistatic limits of our results are derived and compared with
previous results. Finally, the method is used to calculate spectra of polaritons, i.e., electromagnetic excitations
produced by an oscillating dipole placed in the vicinity or inside a metallic slab.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.075410 PACS number�s�: 73.20.Mf, 71.36.�c

I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical description of optical properties of metallic
surfaces made significant progress in the late fifties when,
e.g., surface plasmon oscillations in metallic films were
discovered1,2 and explained using a simple electrostatic
theory. In late sixties Economou3 calculated dispersion rela-
tions of surface plasmon polaritons in metallic slabs by solv-
ing the complete set of Maxwell equations, but using a local
dielectric function ����. First calculations which include mi-
croscopic structure in a semi-infinite metal, i.e., solutions of
the microscopic Maxwell equations with nonlocal conductiv-
ity tensor ����Q ,� ,z ,z�� were performed in the seventies by
Feibelman4 who used jellium model and surface barrier po-
tential of Lang and Kohn.5 Nevertheless, he used a semilocal
approximation with nonlocal tensor ��� and the bulk dielec-
tric function ��k ,��. He used a similar formulation to dem-
onstrate that the electric field of the p-polarized incident
electromagnetic wave is enhanced in the surface region, and
that the enhancement strongly depends on the shape of the
surface barrier potential.6 This result is very useful even to-
day for the description of many physical problems such as
photoemission from metallic surfaces, surface enhanced
absorption/emission in molecules, Raman scattering, etc. In
Sec. V we confirm his results by a much more elaborate
calculation.

More recently, plasmon pole and semilocal approxima-
tions were used to calculate the propagator of electromag-
netic field in infinite and semi-infinite metals.7 Keller and
Liu8 also calculated reflection coefficients for s- and
p-polarized electromagnetic fields for ultrathin metallic films
when only diamagnetic part of the conductivity tensor ��� is
included. Same authors calculated paramagnetic response of
ultrathin semiconductor quantum well �QW� with only two
levels related to the motion perpendicular to the surfaces

�one occupied and one unoccupied�.9 In this paper we use
their formal expression for the nonlocal conductivity tensor
in QW to derive analytical expression for the conductivity
tensor and compare it with their results in the long-
wavelength limit ����Q→0,� ,z ,z��.

Excitation spectra calculated in Ref. 9 have a sharp peak
corresponding to the blueshifted interband transition. The
same blueshift is registered in our calculations and presented
in Sec. V. Thickness-dependent oscillations in reflectivity co-
efficient measured for Al i Cu films10 are probably caused by
the same interband transitions. At the same time, an ad-
vanced theory has been developed to include nonlinear opti-
cal response, e.g., second-order response phenomenon such
as photon drag current,11 Raman scattering12 or two photon
photoemission13 and third-order response phenomenon as
optical phase conjugated field.14

In the last decade, most effort has been dedicated to ex-
perimental investigations of the interplay between enhanced
emission and nonradiative resonant energy transfer to surface
polaritons �quenching of emission� in a system consisting of
an excited molecule or excitons in a semiconductor and a
metallic surface. Examples of such systems are: enhanced
decay of excitons in a semiconductor QW into surface po-
laritons in thin metallic films,15–17 decay of excited organic
molecule near thin noble metal films,18,19 and thickness-
dependent transition from enhancement to quenching of
emission of a quantum dot on a gold film.20

There have been comprehensive experimental measure-
ments of enhanced luminescence of single organic molecule
in the vicinity of gold/silver nanoparticles. Such nanopar-
ticles amplify the efficiency of energy transfer from an ex-
cited molecule into radiation, i.e., act as some kind of
nanoantenna.21–23 At smaller distances between a molecule
and a metal nanoparticle, resonant energy transfer into sur-
face plasmon in a metal occurs, but without emission �fluo-
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rescence quenching�. Experimental evidence of emission
quenching has been detected for an excited molecule near a
spherical gold nanoparticle24 and for a quantum dot near a
spherical gold nanoparticle.25 Finally, transition from en-
hancement into quenching as a function of single-molecule
gold-nanoparticle separation has been measured.26

Theoretical descriptions of such phenomena are scarce.
Existing theories mostly do not include the retardation effect
which makes it impossible to analyze the radiative decay
channel. Moreover, microscopic electronic excitation in me-
tallic nanostructures are treated in a local27,28 or a semilocal29

approximation which does not enable correct description of
nonradiative decay channel at short distances �e.g., local
theory is not sufficient to describe fluorescence quenching at
short distances26�. Retardation effects were included, e.g., in
the calculation of decay of excited molecule interacting with
metallic surface excitations30,31 but metal was still treated as
a dielectric medium described with a local dielectric function
����.

Furthermore, some previous ab initio calculations suggest
that realistic band structure could be very important in the
description of optical phenomena near metallic surfaces. For
example, inclusion of the real band structure even for simple
metallic surfaces such as Mg�0001�32 or Be�0001�33 strongly
modifies energy and width of surface plasmons in the long-
wavelength limit, which can cause significant modification
of coupling of the surface plasmons to the external radiation.
Inclusion of band structure also leads to the appearance of
new collective modes—acoustic plasmons34,35 with linear
���Q� instead of usual square root ����Q� surface plas-
mon dispersion. Acoustic plasmon even lower below the
light line �Qc� opens a new coupling channel of radiation to
surfaces. Ab initio calculations for simple metal monolayers
�for example, beryllium monolayer36 which corresponds to
ultrathin metallic slab used as a model here� show that there
are four instead of two surface plasmons. Also, because of,
continuum interband electron-hole transitions intraband plas-
mon is damped much before entering into intraband electron-
hole continuum. All this suggest that in addition to retarda-
tion effects, band-structure effects are also important.

Hence, for the proper description of enhanced radiative/
nonradiative decay mechanisms of an excited molecule or
excitons near a metallic surface and similar processes we
need a theory which includes both, correct description of
retarded electromagnetic field and a quantum-mechanical
nonlocality. This is the main motivation to extend our previ-
ous theoretical formalism based on the propagator of
screened dynamical Coulomb �nonretarded� interaction
W�Q ,� ,z ,z�� �solution of a microscopic Poisson equation
which includes nonlocal density response function
R�Q ,� ,z ,z�� �Refs. 37 and 38�� to the propagator of the
electromagnetic field D���Q ,� ,z ,z�� �solution of complete
set of microscopic Maxwell equations which include nonlo-
cal conductivity tensor ����Q ,� ,z ,z���.

In Sec. II we present the construction of the photon propa-
gator D���Q ,� ,z ,z�� in terms of Dyson equation, using
Feynman perturbation expansion. We expand D�� in terms of
free-photon propagator D��

0 and photon self-energy
����Q ,� ,z ,z��, which is proportional to the conductivity
tensor ����Q ,� ,z ,z��.

In Sec. III we examine the validity of our results by ex-
ploring their limits. We compare the quasistatic limit for D��

0

and the long-wavelength limit for ��� with well-known ex-
pressions in Refs. 9 and 39, respectively.

In Sec. IV we present the calculation of the electromag-
netic propagator D�� from the expressions derived in Sec. II.
In order to make the calculation numerically efficient we
take into account that the self-energy term ��� consists of a
local �diamagnetic� and a nonlocal �paramagnetic� part, and
solve the Dyson equation in two steps. The first step, de-
scribed in Sec. IV A, is to solve the equation including only
paramagnetic polarizability while the diamagnetic polariz-
ability is neglected and obtain the propagator D��

para. The sec-
ond step, described in Sec. IV B is to renormalize this propa-
gator because of the interaction with diamagnetic excitations.
This method of solution is also useful from the physical
point of view because it allows us the detailed investigation
of each polarization mechanism separately, as well as their
mutual influence. Finally, formal extension towards inclusion
of band-structure effects in our formulation is briefly pre-
sented in Sec. IV C.

In Sec. V we apply the developed formalism to a few
standard situations. We first use the propagator D�� to calcu-
late the spectra of electromagnetic excitations, i.e., radiative
and nonradiative polaritons, by coupling them to an oscillat-
ing dipole placed inside or outside of a metallic slab. We
analyze the spectra to determine the paramagnetic and dia-
magnetic contributions as well as the importance of their
mutual influence. We also compare our results with the clas-
sical ones by replacing our quantum-mechanical description
based on the local dielectric function ��� ,z� with the classi-
cal description where the dielectric function is ���� inside
the slab and equal to one outside. It is interesting that even in
the long-wavelength limit quantum-mechanical effects
modify the classical description and electron interband tran-
sitions appear in the polariton spectra. Finally, we study the
shape of the electric field produced by a dipolar probe
placed, e.g., inside the slab, and find the expected strong
enhancement in the radiative region.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

A. Description of the system

Our system consists of electrons in a thin metallic slab
coupled to electromagnetic fields. The slab is described as
jellium of thickness d, and the coordinate system is chosen
so that the slab is infinite in �= �x ,y� direction while in z
direction it is positioned between −L and 0, where L=d
+2	 and 	 is chosen so that electron density at such distance
from the jellium is negligible compared to its maximum
value. This means that electron density practically vanishes
in −L and 0, while the jellium is positioned between −L+	
and −	 �Fig. 1�. The electromagnetic fields can be produced
by sources located inside or outside the slab. The Hamil-
tonian of the system can be written as

H = H0 + V �1�

Unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 consist of two parts
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H0 = H0
e + H0

EM

H0
e describes electrons in the self-consistent Kohn-Sham lo-

cal density approximation �KS-LDA� potential40 �illustrated
in Fig. 1� and H0

EM describes the electromagnetic field in
vacuum. V is the interaction between the KS-LDA electrons
in a metallic slab and the electromagnetic field, which by
using 
=0 gauge can be written as

V = −
1

c
� drJ�r�A�r� , �2�

where

J�r� =
e�

2im
��+�r� � ��r� − ���+�r����r�

−
ie

�c
A�r��+�r���r�	 . �3�

Now V can be divided into two terms41

V = Vdia + Vpara,

where

Vdia =
e2

2mc2� dr��r�A2�r� �4�

is the diamagnetic interaction of the electromagnetic field A
with the density fluctuations in the slab, and

Vpara = −
1

c
� drj�r�A�r� �5�

is the paramagnetic interaction of the electromagnetic field
with the current fluctuations j�r� in the slab. Electron density
and current operators in Eqs. �4� and �5� are now defined as

��r� = �+�r���r�

j�r� =
e�

2im

�+�r� � ��r� − ���+�r����r�� ,

where the field operators are

�+�r� =
1
�S

�
n,K

n�z�eiK�cnK
+ . �6�

Here cnK
+ is the creation operator of an electron in the KS-

LDA state 
n ,K�, with the �real� wave function in z direction
n�z� and energy En, while K is the electron wave vector
component parallel to the surface. It is important to mention
that the longitudinal part of the vector potential A equal to
zero in the Coulomb gauge now plays a role identical to the
scalar potential in the Coulomb gauge, i.e., it replaces the
instantaneous �Coulomb� interaction between charges.
Therefore, vector potential A, related to the electric field as

E�r,t� = −
1

c

�A�r�
�t

, �7�

can be used to fully describe all electromagnetic phenomena.

B. Definition of the propagator

Free-photon Green’s function or propagator can be de-
fined as42

D��
0 �r,r�,t,t�� =

i

�c
��t − t���EM

0 ��A�
0 �r,t�,A�

0�r�,t���−��EM
0 � ,

�8�

where � ,�=x ,y ,z, the state �EM
0 is the photon vacuum

�ground state of H0
EM�, and the operator A0 is defined as

A�
0 �r,t� = eiH0tA��r�e−iH0t.

To take the interaction with electronic excitations into ac-
count, we need to calculate the retarded photon Green’s func-
tion defined as

D���r,r�,t,t�� =
i

�c
��t − t�����A��r,t�,A��r�,t���−��� ,

�9�

where

��� = ��e;�EM�

represents the ground state of interacting electron and photon
systems, i.e., the ground state of the full Hamiltonian �1�, and
the operator A is defined as

A��r,t� = eiHtA��r�e−iHt.

If we restrict ourselves to the RPA-type diagrams, the propa-
gator D�� in Eq. �9� can be obtained from the perturbation
expansion shown in Fig. 2, leading to the Dyson equation
shown in Fig. 3.

The second term �Fig. 2�b�� is first order in perturbation
Vdia and contains the self-energy term

0

1

n(
z)

/n
+

-30 -20 -10 0
z/a
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E
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-L

d

E
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∆

FIG. 1. Electronic density, energy levels, and self-consistent
LDA potential for our model system. Positive background thickness
is 10a0 and rs=2. Electronic density is nonzero in the interval −L
�z�0, where L=34a0.
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���
dia�r,r�,t,t�� = −

e2

mc
��r����t − t����r − r�����, �10�

where ��r��= �e
0���r���e

0� is the ground-state electron den-
sity. ��e

0� is the LDA ground state, i.e., ground state of the
Hamiltonian H0

e. Self-energy term �10� represents the dia-
magnetic response of the metallic slab to the external field.

This response is local, isotropic and depends only on the
local electron density.

The third term �Fig. 2�c�� is second order in the perturba-
tion Vpara and contains the self-energy term

���
para�r,r�,t,t�� =

i

�c
��t − t���e

0��j��r,t�, j��r�,t���−��e
0�

�11�

which is the current-current response function and represents
the paramagnetic response of a slab to the external electro-
magnetic field.

Figure 3�a� represents the Dyson equation for the photon
propagator D�� which, after Fourier transformation with re-
spect to time and direction parallel to the surface, becomes

D���Q,�,z,z�� = D��
0 �Q,�,z,z�� + �

�1

�
�2

�
−L

0

dz1�
−L

0

dz2D��1

0 �Q,�,z,z1���1�2
�Q,�,z1,z2�D�2��Q,�,z2,z�� , �12�

where Q is the wave vector parallel to the surface. Introduc-
ing two-dimensional matrices M�� of the form

M̂ = �Mxx Mxy Mxz

Myx Myy Myz

Mzx Mzy Mzz
� .

Equation �12� can be written in the matrix form

D̂ = D̂0 + D̂0
� �̂ � D̂ , �13�

where the symbol � denotes the convolution with respect to
the variable of integration �z1 or z2� in addition to the matrix
multiplication.

C. Calculation of the self-energy diagrams

Photon self-energy matrix �, illustrated in Fig. 3�b�, has
the form

�̂ = �̂dia + �̂para, �14�

where the diamagnetic term is a function of the LDA density
profile n�z� shown in Fig. 1

�̂dia�Q,�,z,z�� = −
e2

mc
n�z���z − z��Î �15�

and Î is the unit matrix.

To calculate the matrix elements of �̂para we start from
Eq. �11�. Using the definitions Eqs. �5� and �6�, and Fourier
transforming, current-current response function for the me-
tallic slab becomes

���
para�Q,�,z,z�� = −

2

c
�
Knm

fn�K� − fm�K + Q�
��� + i�� + En�K� − Em�K + Q�

� jnm
� �2K + Q,z�jmn

� �2K + Q,z�� , �16�

where En�K�=En+ �2K2

2m , and the Fourier transform of the cur-
rent density producing the transition from state 
n ,K� to

m ,K+Q� is14

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

. . .

= +

Dµν Dµν
0 Dµα

0
1

Πα α
dia

1 2

Πα α
para

1 2Dα ν
0

2
Dµα

0
1

Dα ν
0

2

a) b) c)

FIG. 2. Perturbation expansion for the photon propagator
D��.

+a)
Dµν Dµν

0
Dµα

0
1

Πα α 21 Dα ν2

+=b)

Πµν

Πµν
dia

Πµν
para

=

FIG. 3. �a� Dyson equation for the photon propagator; �b� RPA
photon self-energy diagrams.
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jnm�2K + Q,z� =
e�

2im

in�z�m�z��2K + Q�

+ �n�z��zm�z� − m�z��zn�z��ẑ� .

�17�

The first and second terms in Eq. �17� represent the currents
parallel and perpendicular to the surface, respectively.

Because of the isotropy of our system in the plane parallel
to the surface the directions of x and y axes are arbitrary,
enabling us to choose the vector Q to be parallel to Ky, as

shown in Fig. 4. In that case �̂para can be written as

�̂para�z,z�� = �
nm

�̂nm�z�F̂nm�̂nm�z�� , �18�

where

�̂nm�z� = ��nm�z� 0 0

0 �nm�z� 0

0 0 jnm�z�
� , �19�

with the notation

�nm�z� = n�z�m�z�

and

jnm�z� = n�z��zm�z� − m�z��zn�z� ,

while the matrix F̂ has the following form:

F̂nm = �Fnm
xx 0 0

0 Fnm
yy Fnm

yz

0 Fnm
zy Fnm

zz � . �20�

Functions Fnm
�� can be obtained analytically, and the explicit

expressions together with the detailed calculations are pre-
sented in Appendix A.

With the same choice of the vector Q, free-photon propa-
gator D��

0 can be written in the form

D̂0 = �Dxx
0 0 0

0 Dyy
0 Dyz

0

0 Dzy
0 Dzz

0 � , �21�

where

Dxx
0 �Q,�,z,z�� =

2�i

ck�

eik��z−z��, �22�

Dyy
0 �Q,�,z,z�� =

2�ick�

�2 eik��z−z��, �23�

Dzz
0 �Q,�,z,z�� = −

4�c

�2 ��z − z�� +
2�icQ2

k��2 eik��z−z��,

�24�

and

Dyz
0 �Q,�,z,z�� = Dzy

0 �Q,�,z,z��

= −
2�icQ

�2 sgn�z − z��eik��z−z��. �25�

Here k�=�K0
2−Q2 is the perpendicular wave vector. De-

tailed calculations are presented in Appendix B.
Assuming that we have the s-polarized test field �oriented

in x direction� then the induced electromagnetic field is, in
vacuum, propagated by Dxx

0 . Similarly, if the test field is p
polarized �in the y-z plane� the produced electromagnetic
field is propagated in vacuum by Dyy

0 , Dzz
0 , Dyz

0 , and Dzy
0 �as

will be demonstrated in the following section�. However,
since the tensors � and D0 have the same structure, it is
obvious that the s-polarized external field will induce only
s-polarized density/current fluctuations in the slab while the
p-polarized external field will induce only p-polarized
density/current fluctuations. In other words, s- and
p-polarized electromagnetic modes never mix, so that the
matrices D0 and � can be rearranged in s and p blocks

D̂0 = �Ds
0 0

0 D̂p
0�, �̂ = ��s 0

0 �̂p
� ,

where

Ds
0 = Dxx

0 , D̂p
0 = �Dyy

0 Dyz
0

Dzy
0 Dzz

0 � ,

and

�s = �xx, �̂p = ��yy �yz

�zy �zz
� .

This enables us to separate the Dyson Eq. �12� into two
independent equations for s- and p-polarized fields.

Before proceeding with the solution of the Dyson equa-
tion, let us examine the long-wavelength �Q→0� limit of the

self-energy �̂ and the quasistatic limit of the propagator D̂0,
and compare them with the standard results.

K

Qθ

Κ

Κ

y

x

FIG. 4. Choice of K and Q wave vectors.
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III. LIMITS

We want to compare our results with the previously ob-
tained ones, checking the long-wavelength �classical� and
nonretarded limits. Specifically, we show that the result for

the self-energy �̂ in the long-wavelength limit �Q→0� re-
duces to the previous results,4–9 and that the free-photon

propagator D̂0 in the quasistatic �c→�� limit leads to the
correct electric field.39

A. Long-wavelength limit of the self-energy �̂

Induced current produced by the external vector potential
is defined as

j�
ind�Q,�,z� =� dz1����Q,�,z,z1�A�

ext�Q,�,z1� .

Using the Fourier transform of Eq. �7�

A�
ext�Q,�,z1� = −

ic

�
E�

ext�Q,�,z1�

induced current can be related to the external electric field as

j�
ind�Q,�,z� = − i

c

�
� dz1����Q,�,z,z1�E�

ext�Q,�,z1�

and the electric conductivity tensor is therefore

����Q,�,z,z�� = − i
c

�
����Q,�,z,z�� .

Knowing the expected properties of ��� in our system we
can verify the correct behavior of ��� in the long-
wavelength limit.

If we apply a uniform �i.e., Q→0� electric field in x di-
rection it will induce the current only in x direction. Due to
isotropy in �x ,y� plane, if we apply the same electric field in
y direction it will induce exactly the same current in y direc-
tion. However, if that same electric field is in z direction it
will induce the current in the z direction but with different
magnitude. This leads to the conclusion that for Q→0 we
should obtain

�xx�Q → 0,�,z,z�� = �yy�Q → 0,�,z,z��

� �zz�Q → 0,�,z,z��

and

�xz�Q → 0,�,z,z�� = �zx�Q → 0,�,z,z�� = 0.

Indeed, our results for the diagonal elements of �̂ �derived in
Appendix A� in the long-wavelength limit become

�xx�Q → 0,�,z,z�� = �yy�Q → 0,�,z,z��

= −
�p

2

4�c

n�z�
n+ ��z − z�� −

�2e2

8�m2c
�
n=1

Nocc

�KF
n�4

��
m=1

� � 1

��� + i�� + En − Em

−
1

��� + i�� + Em − En
	�nm�z��nm�z��

and

�zz�Q → 0,�,z,z�� = −
�p

2

4�c

n�z�
n+ ��z − z��

−
�2e2

8�m2c
�
n=1

Nocc

�KF
n�2�

m=1

� � 1

��� + i�� + En − Em

−
1

��� + i�� + Em − En
	 jnm�z�jnm�z��

Also, the components �yz and �zy in Q→0 limit disappear
linearly with Q. This long-wavelength limit of the electric
conductivity tensor ����Q→0,� ,z ,z��=−i c

�����Q
→0,� ,z ,z�� is in accordance with previous calculations.9

B. Quasistatic limit of the propagator D̂0

For an external current distribution oriented in the y di-
rection jy

ext�Q ,� ,z1� the produced electric field can be writ-
ten using Eqs. �21� and �B1� as

E�Q,�,z� = i
�

c
� dz1�Dyy

0 �Q,�,z,z1�y

+ Dzy
0 �Q,�,z,z1�z�jy

ext�Q,�,z1� . �26�

After inserting Eqs. �22� and �25� we get

E�Q,�,z� = −
2�

�
� dz1�k�y

− Q sgn�z − z1�z�eik��z−z1�jy
ext�Q,�,z1� . �27�

In the quasistatic limit c→� and k�→ iQ and expression
�27� becomes

E�Q,�,z� = − �iQy +
�

�z
z�2�

�
� dz1e−Q�z−z1�jy

ext�Q,�,z1� .

�28�

Moreover, if we use the continuity Eq. �B5� we get

jy
ext�Q,�,z1� =

�

Q
�ext�Q,�,z1� .

Finally, after using this expression in Eq. �28� we get the
well-known result for the electric field in the electrostatic
limit39

E�Q,�,z� = − �iQy +
�

�z
z�� dz1

2�

Q
e−Q�z−z1��ext�Q,�,z1�

�29�

i.e., E=−�
ext, which proves that D̂0 behaves correctly in
the quasistatic limit.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE DYSON EQUATION

In Sec. II we obtained the self-energy �̂ and the free-

photon propagator D̂0 and we can use them to solve the
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Dyson Eq. �12� and �13�. Since �̂dia contribution to self-

energy is local while �̂para contribution is nonlocal, they
should be treated differently from the numerical point of
view. We shall perform the numerical solution of the Dyson
equation in two steps. First, we shall solve the Dyson equa-
tion with only the paramagnetic contribution included �i.e.,

�̂=�̂para�, and then use this solution as a starting point to
solve the complete Dyson equation by treating the diamag-
netic term as a perturbation. This procedure is very useful,
not only because of its numerical efficiency but also because
it enables us to investigate the behavior of each of the polar-
ization mechanisms �current fluctuations caused by electron-
hole excitations and density fluctuations� separately, as well
as their influence on each other, as presented in Sec. V.

Since the photon self-energy consists of diamagnetic and
paramagnetic contributions, the equation can be symbolically
written as

D̂ = D̂0 + D̂0
� �̂dia

� D̂ + D̂0
� �̂para

� D̂

which can be rearranged as

�Î − D̂0
� �̂para� � D̂ = D̂0 + D̂0

� �̂dia
� D̂ .

After multiplying from the left with inverse matrix �Î− D̂0

� �̂para�−1 we get

D̂ = �Î − D̂0
� �̂para�−1

� D̂0

+ �Î − D̂0
� �̂para�−1

� D̂0
� �̂dia

� D̂ .

By introducing notation

D̂para = �Î − D̂0
� �̂para�−1

� D̂0 �30�

we finally get

D̂ = D̂para + D̂para
� �̂dia

� D̂ . �31�

It is obvious from Eq. �30� that D̂para is the solution of equa-
tion

D̂para = D̂0 + D̂0
� �̂para

� D̂para. �32�

This is the photon propagator for photons interacting only
with the paramagnetic polarization. The full propagator can
be obtained by solving the Eq. �31�.

Similar treatment of the Dyson equation has already been
used to calculate the propagator of screened Coulomb inter-
action in a polarizable system described by irreducible polar-
izability P2 placed in the vicinity of another polarizable sys-
tem described by irreducible polarizability P1.43

A. Paramagnetic contribution

With the help of Eq. �18�, Eq. �32� becomes

D̂para = D̂0 + �
nm

D̂0
� �̂nmF̂nm�̂nm � D̂para. �33�

This set of integral equations can be transformed into matrix
equations by acting from the left with �̂nm� and rearranging

to get the equation for �̂nm � D̂para

�̂nm � D̂para = �̂nm � D̂0

+ �
n�m�

��̂nm � D̂0
� �̂n�m�F̂n�m���̂n�m� � D̂para. �34�

This is now a set of five matrix equations for ��̂nm

� D̂para��� with solutions for the s polarization

�nm
xx

� Dxx
para = �

n�m�

�S−1�nm,n�m��n�m�
xx

� Dxx
0 �35�

and for the p polarization

��̂nm � D̂para��� = �
n�m�,�

�P̂−1�nm,n�m�
�� ��̂n�m� � D̂0���;

�,� = y,z , �36�

where we introduce matrices S=Txx and

P̂ = �Tyy Tyz

Tzy Tzz � .

and where the matrix elements of the T�� matrices can be
explicitly written as

Tnm,n�m�
�� = �nm,n�m� − �

���

�̂nm
��

� D̂��
0

� �̂n�m�
�� F̂n�m�

�� . �37�

After inserting Eqs. �35� and �36� into Eq. �33� we obtain

D̂para.
Of course, the set of integral Eq. �33� could be trans-

formed into a set of matrix equations by discretization of the
dummy variables, but this procedure is numerically much
more demanding, since the functions D0 and Dpara are not
smooth, i.e., discretization would lead to large matrices.

B. Diamagnetic contribution

After calculating D̂para we want to include the diamag-
netic interaction. With the help of Eq. �15�, Eq. �31� becomes

D̂�z,z�� = D̂para�z,z�� − �
−L

0

dz1D̂para�z,z1�n̂�z1�D̂�z1,z�� ,

�38�

where n̂�z�= e2

mcn�z�Î. Here we did not omit the variables in
order to emphasize that, because of the delta function in Eq.
�15� we no longer have two convolutions over two dummy
variables, but the only remaining dummy variable z1 appears

in both D̂para�z ,z1� and D̂�z1 ,z��. Therefore, this time we
cannot use the method from the previous section to transform
the set of integral equations into a set of matrix equations,
and we have to solve the integral equations numerically, by
discretization of the variable z1.

For s polarization the problem is relatively simple since
we have just one equation for Dxx. However, for p polariza-
tion we have two sets of two coupled equations, one for Dyy
and Dyz and the other for Dzy and Dzz.

In order to minimize the numerical effort we can trans-
form these equations, e.g., by separating it into local and
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nonlocal contributions. From Eqs. �24� and �32�, it is obvious
that we can write Dzz

para in the form

Dzz
para�z,z�� = −

4�c

�2 ��z − z�� + Dzz
para�z,z�� , �39�

where Dzz
para is the nonlocal part of Dzz

para. After inserting that
in the set of Eq. �38�, with some rearrangements, the com-
plete propagator Dzz can be written in the equivalent form

Dzz�z,z�� = −
4�c

��z��2��z − z�� + Dzz�z,z�� , �40�

where Dzz is the nonlocal part of Dzz. Here we introduced the
local dielectric function

��z� = 1 −
�p

2�z�
�2

and defined �p
2�z�= 4�n�z�e2

m as the local plasma frequency.
Occurence of the local dielectric function ��z� at this point

might seem strange, but it is in accordance with the classical
theory where dielectric function ���� appears in the denomi-
nator. Even though the classical dielectric function is not a
function of z, it is actually position dependent since it is
equal to ���� inside the slab and equal to one outside the
slab. This limit can be obtained from our theory by using a
rectangular electron-density profile

n�z� = n+��z + L − 	���− z − 	� �41�

instead of the Kohn-Sham LDA electron density, which cor-
respond to the classical description of the slab.

Using Eqs. �39� and �40� we can transform Eq. �38� into

�
−L

0

dz1��̂�z1��̂�z − z1� + D̂para�z,z1�n̂�z1��D̂�z1,z��

= D̂para�z,z���̂−1�z�� , �42�

where we introduced �̂�z−z��=��z−z��Î,

�̂�z� = �1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 ��z�
� ,

D̂para�z,z�� = �Dxx
para�z,z�� 0 0

0 Dyy
para�z,z�� Dyz

para�z,z��
0 Dzy

para�z,z�� Dzz
para�z,z��

� ,

and

D̂�z,z�� = �Dxx�z,z�� 0 0

0 Dyy�z,z�� Dyz�z,z��
0 Dzy�z,z�� Dzz�z,z��

� .

Equation �42� is again a set of integral equations, one for s
polarization, giving us Dxx, plus two sets of two coupled
integral equations for p polarization, one for Dyy and Dyz and
the other for Dzy and Dzz. These equations can now be solved
by matrix inversion in real space to give us the complete

propagator D̂.

This propagator formalism enables the investigation of
various processes, e.g., calculations of the corresponding
Feynman diagrams, where both retardation effects and
quantum-mechanical description of electronic transitions are
important. For example, if we want to study the response to
the electromagnetic field at frequencies matching one of the
interband transitions in the metallic slab �in the lower ultra-
violet range�, we can show that the paramagnetic response
will dominate, and it will be sufficient to solve the Eq. �33�.
On the other hand, in the infrared frequency range �below the
interband transition energies� diamagnetic response domi-

nates and it will be well described by Eq. �42� with D̂para

replaced by D̂0. However, in the intermediate region �visible
light� both effects are important and strongly influence each
other, so in that region we have to solve the complete Eq.
�42�.

In Sec. V we show that for frequencies ���p, i.e., above
the frequency of interband transitions �higher part of the ul-
traviolet frequency range� unexpectedly, both mechanisms
are important for the proper description of enhanced radia-
tion produced by the dipole placed inside the metallic slab.
We also show that the dielectric theory model, which treats
the metallic slab as a dielectric medium with the local dielec-
tric function ����, corresponds to the solution of Eq. �42�
where again D̂para is replaced by D̂0 and the dielectric func-
tion ��z� is calculated using a rectangular electron-density
profile Eq. �41� instead of the LDA density profile n�z�.

C. Formal inclusion of metallic band-structure effects

Our approach can be extended to include the band struc-
ture, i.e., more realistic description of metallic crystal struc-
ture in rather straightforward manner. Quantities such as
�para, �dia, and �para now become matrices with respect to
the reciprocal lattice vectors G in the direction parallel to the
surface. For example, matrix elements of the paramagnetic
self-energy part become

���,GG�
para �Q,�,z,z��

= −
1

c

1

S �
K

SBZ

�
i,j

�
n,m

fi,n�K� − f j,m�K + Q�
��� + i�� + Ei,n�K� − Ej,m�K + Q�

�q + G�j�i,n,K�→�j,m,K+Q�
� �j�i,n,K�→�j,m,K+Q�

� �q + G�� ,

where K is limited to first surface Brillouin zone, sums i , j
are over the bands in direction parallel to the surface, and
sums n , m are over discrete states in direction perpendicular
to the surface. Matrix elements are calculated by integration
over a two-dimensional unit cell, and S is the normalization
area. Currents producing transitions between Bloch states
ui,K and uj,K+Q in the parallel direction and simultaneously
between n and m states in the perpendicular direction are
explicitly given by

j�i,n,K�→�j,m,K+Q�
� =

e�

2im

nui,K

� ��muj,K+Q

− ���nui,K
� �muj,K+Q� .

Matrices of the diamagnetic self-energy part and free-photon
propagator become
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���,GG�
dia �z� = −

e2

mc
��G − G�,z����. �43�

and

D��,GG�
0 �Q,�,z,z�� = D��

0 �Q + G,�,z,z���GG�, �44�

where D��
0 is explicitly given by Eqs. �22�–�25�. After calcu-

lating all the matrices, the complete propagator can be for-
mally obtained by solving the Dyson equation of the form

D̂GG� = D̂GG�
0 + �

G1G2

D̂GG1

0
� ��̂G1G2

dia + �̂G1G2

para � � D̂G2G�.

�45�

Numerical solution of this equation could be extremely com-
plex. Solving the matrix equation in z direction alone is very
complicated, and here in addition to that we have to perform
matrix inversion in G space. Nevertheless, there are some
possibilities to simplify this calculation dramatically without
losing the physical information originating from the band
structure. Namely, as demonstrated in Refs. 32 and 44, for
simple metals and in the long-wavelength limit local field
effects �higher G contributions in the free-response function�
are almost unimportant and it is sufficient to keep only the
G=0,G�=0 contribution. In that case solving Eq. �45� re-
duces to the previously presented method with just one dif-
ference; now all band structure effects are included in

�̂G=0, G�=0
para through Bloch wave functions nui,K and ener-

gies En,i,K. Further simplification could be retaining the two-
dimensional translational invariance in the direction parallel
to the surface and using some one-dimensional model
pseudopotential in the perpendicular direction.45

V. RESULTS

A. Calculation of the polariton spectra

In the numerical calculation of the polariton spectra we
use e2=m=�=c=1 system of units. It means that the unit for
measuring distance is Bohr radius �a0= �2

me2 �, unit for wave
vectors is inverse Bohr radius and unit for energy and fre-
quency is Hartree Ha= e2

a0
. Also the wave vector k� which

appears in the free-space propagator D��
0 is

k� = ��2�2 − Q2,

where �= e2

�c � 1
137 is the fine-structure constant. Bulk and

surface plasma frequencies are 0.61�16.7� and 0.43�11.8�
Ha�eV�, respectively. For the numerical integration of the
matrix elements �Eq. �37�� and solution of the integral equa-
tion �Eq. �42�� we used Gauss-Legendre method and sam-
pling the slab region of width 34a0 by 80 points.

Knowing D�� one can easily calculate spectra A�� of ra-
diative and nonradiative polariton modes, i.e., electromag-
netic fields coupled to the electronic excitations in a metallic
slab in a standard way

A���Q,�,z,z�� =
1

�
�Im D���Q,�,z,z��� , �46�

where z� and z define the positions of perturbing current and
observed fields in directions � and �, respectively. Or, we
can get a better physical meaning by considering the induced
electrical field E��Q ,� ,z� as response to the external current
with the Q-component j�

ext�Q ,� ,z1� �see Appendix B�

E��Q,�,z� = i
�

c
� dz�D���Q,�,z,z��j�

ext�Q,�,z�� . �47�

Obviously, Q and � are conserved, and polarization � is
determined by the symmetry properties of D��. In real-space
Eq. �47� corresponds to

E��r,�� = i
�

c
� dr�D���r,r�,��j�

ext�r�,�� �48�

and the response to the point dipole

j�
ext��,r�� = − i���r1 − r��P� �49�

would contain all Q components, as will be the case in Sec.
V B. We shall consider local response �z=z�� to the perturb-
ing current with the Q-component j�

ext�Q ,� ,z� placed at dis-
tance z from the metallic surface, and calculate the diagonal
terms

A��Q,�,z� =
1

�
�Im D���Q,�,z,z�� . �50�

From Eqs. �48� and �49� we find the proportionality

E��Q,�,z� =
�2

c
D���Q,�,z,z�P�, �51�

so that we can analyze polariton spectra by plotting

1

�
�Im E��Q,�,z�� =

�2

c
A��Q,�,z� �52�

for P�=1. Obviously, Ax�Q ,� ,z� corresponds to spectra of
s-polarized polaritons whereas Ay�Q ,� ,z� and Az�Q ,� ,z�
correspond to the spectra of p-polarized polaritons.

As an example, we present spectra for the jellium slab
with rs=2 and thickness d=10a0. Most convenient choice for
the distance where the electron density practically vanishes
turns out to be 	=12a0, meaning the total slab thickness is
L=34a0.

Figure 5 shows �2

c Ay outside and inside the metallic slab.
For ��Qc, where modes with electric field localized in the
surface region are possible, the spectra show sharp resonant
peaks belonging to two surface polaritons. The one denoted
as SP1 is even, while SP2 is odd, which refers to the sym-
metry of the polarization fields with respect to the slab. For
Q=0.002a0

−1 and 0.003a0
−1 odd polariton is not visible be-

cause it overlaps with radiative modes appearing above �
=Qc. For Q=0.004a0

−1 and 0005a0
−1 it can be distinguished

but the corresponding peak is still very small. Finite spectral
weight in ��Qc region belongs to the continuum of radia-
tive modes with electric field having oscillatory character in
z direction.
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Spectra �2

c Ay for points z outside the slab, at z=0 �black-
full lines�, and inside the slab at z=−19a0 �red-dashed lines�
are slightly different. Inside the slab and for larger Q the
spectra show low-intensity peaks corresponding to intersub-
band transitions, i.e., transitions from occupied to unoccu-
pied discrete states without parallel momentum transfer.
Blue-dotted lines in Fig. 5 show �2

c Ax, the intensity of
s-polarized electromagnetic field for various wave vectors
and for the point placed outside �z=0a0� the metallic slab. In
the ��Qc region s-polarized response is very weak and
does not show any resonant peaks. This means that in this
region there is no polarization mechanism to propagate
x-polarized electric field �as predicted by the classical
theory39�. Inside the metallic slab �z=−19a0� spectra for s
polarization are almost exactly the same as outside �z=0a0�,
which means that s-polarized perturbation very weakly po-
larizes the metallic slab regardless of its position.

The spectra �2

c Az near the metallic slab surface �z=0a0�
are shown by black-full lines in Fig. 6. Red-dashed line
shows the diamagnetic contribution only, i.e., spectra ob-
tained from Eq. �42� with Dpara replaced by D0. Very small
differences between these spectra confirm that the contribu-
tion of the interband electron-hole transitions �appearing in
the current-current response function� to the complete spec-
tra outside the metal is negligible. Moreover, if we use rect-
angular electron density instead of the Kohn-Sham density
�shown in Fig. 1�, we obtain the diamagnetic spectra identi-
cal to the spectra obtained by solving the Maxwell equations
for the perturbation placed near the metallic slab described
by some local dielectric function ����

Ez�Q,�,z� =
2�iQ2

k�


1 + rp
slabe−2ik�z� ,

where rp
slab=

rp

Dp
�1−e2ik�� d� is the reflection coefficient for

p-polarized electromagnetic-wave incident on the metallic-

slab surface, rp is the reflection coefficient for p-polarized

wave incident to vacuum/metal interface, Dp=1−rp
2e2ik�� d,

and k�� =����� �2

c2 −Q2. Frequencies of surface polaritons for
various Q calculated by using condition rp

slab=� correspond
to the positions of resonant peaks SP1 and SP2 in Fig. 6.
This means that including only the diamagnetic response is
sufficient for the description of electromagnetic excitation
spectra outside the metal. Therefore, as we can see from Eq.
�42�, the only quantity needed to calculate such spectra is the
ground-state electronic density. This also means that includ-
ing only the diamagnetic response in construction of the
electromagnetic propagator is some kind of long-range ex-
tension of the local density approximation which may be
very useful in studying, e.g., van der Waals interaction and
similar phenomena.

For points z , z� inside the metallic slab the situation is
very different. Black-full lines in Figs. 7 show complete
spectra �2

c Ay of z-polarized electromagnetic field for z=
−19.0a0. We can see two very intense peaks—several hun-
dred times stronger then the ones shown on Fig. 6, for the
field outside the metal. One is located around the bulk plas-
mon frequency and the other 0.1�S above it. To determine
the origin of these peaks we separate complete spectra into
diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions. Blue-dashed
lines show the paramagnetic contribution obtained by solv-
ing Eq. �33�, describing the situation when only current-
current contribution to photon self-energy is included. We
can see sharp peaks corresponding to interband excitations.
On the other hand red-dotted lines represent the spectra when
only diamagnetic response is included. We recognize the in-
tense peaks positioned at bulk plasmon frequency �p. The
existence of such peaks is obvious from Eq. �42�, since the
function �−1�� ,z�� �appearing on the rhs� inside the metal
has a pole at ���p. This can be proved by solving the
Maxwell equation for the perturbation placed inside the
metal and getting
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FIG. 5. �Color online�. Spectra of p-polarized polaritons �2

c Ay

for z=0a0 �black-full line� and z=−19a0 �red dashed line�. Blue
�dotted� lines show spectra of s-polarized polaritons �2

c Ax. Wave
vector Q are: �a� 0.002a0

−1; �b� 0.003a0
−1; �c� 0.004a0

−1; and �d�
0.005a0

−1. Thin vertical line represents the position of the bulk
plasma frequency �p.
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FIG. 6. �Color online�. Spectra of p-polarized polaritons �2

c Az

for z=0a0. Black �full� lines show complete spectra. Red �dashed�
lines show diamagnetic contributions to the spectra. Wave vectors
Q are: �a� 0.002a0

−1; �b� 0.003a0
−1; �c� 0.004a0

−1; and �d� 0.005a0
−1.

Thin vertical line represents the position of the bulk plasma fre-
quency �p.
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Ez�Q,�,z� =
2�iQ2

����k�� Dp


1 − rp�e2ik�� z + e−2ik�� �z−d�� + rp
2e2ik�� d� .

�53�

The quantity ����k�� in the denominator is responsible for
two resonant peaks at �=�p and �=��p

2 +Q2c2 which over-
lap for Q�0. Moreover, the whole spectra obtained from Eq.
�53� are in excellent agreement with the red spectra in Fig. 7.
However, the full spectrum is more intense and there is a
peak above �p.

Possible explanation of such behavior can be as follows.
When diamagnetic polarizability is neglected, z-polarized
field inside the metal induces interband electron-hole transi-
tions which produce current in z direction �which, for Q
�0, is constant along the whole surface�. That current
couples to p-polarized electromagnetic field to create
exciton-like fluctuations, i.e., sharp peaks shown in blue-
dashed lines. After the diamagnetic contribution is included
the whole spectra formally can be calculated from Eq. �31�,
which can be symbolically written as

D =
Dpara

1 − Dpara�dia .

So the diamagnetic contribution to the spectra leads to the
screening of the paramagnetic contribution and the frequency
shifts in the spectra. This can also be seen more directly from
Eq. �42� where again the factor �−1�� ,z�� on the rhs �plotted
as a green line in Fig. 7� indicates that the screening of the
paramagnetic field is the most efficient in the region �
��p, which explains the strong reduction in the exciton in-
tensity in that region. On the other hand, in region ���p the
screening is inverted �1 /��1�, so this is the region where
excitonic weight in the complete spectra conserves their nor-

malization. Obviously, excitons �blue-dashed line� and bulk
plasmon-polaritons �red-dotted line� strongly hybridize form-
ing the new spectra �black line�.

B. Enhancement of the electric field near surface

Enhancement of the radiating field produced by an oscil-
lating dipole when the dipole is placed near a metallic sur-
face is a well-known phenomenon.4,6,31 We can use our ap-
proach to calculate and study this enhancement, both outside
and inside the slab. The current produced by a point dipole
P� placed at point r�= �0,0 ,z�� is

j�
ext�r,�� = − i�P�

0������z − z�� . �54�

Electric field at point r= �� ,z� produced by that current can
be obtained from Eq. �B1�, with D�� instead of D��

0

E��r,�� =
�2

c
D����,z,z�,��P�. �55�

This can be Fourier transformed as

E��r,�� =
�2

c
� QdQ

2�
J0�Q��D���Q,�,z,z��P�, �56�

where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function. In the following
we assume that �=0 and that the dipole is z polarized, so the
z-oriented �incident and reflected� field becomes

Ez�� = 0,z,�� =
�2

c
�

0

� QdQ

2�
Dzz�Q,�,z,z��Pz. �57�

When z� enters the region of electron density and z�0, the
polariton propagator has the form39

Dzz�Q,�,z,z�� = eik�zDzz�Q,�,0,z�� .

and complete electric field is then

Ez�� = 0,z,�� =
�2Pz

2�c
�

0

�

dQQeik�zDzz�Q,�,0,z�� .

In the region Q�
�
c the modes are radiative and reach far into

vacuum, but for Q�
�
c and ���p the dipole can also couple

to the localized surface polaritons which produce fields de-
caying in the region z�Q−1. Since we want to investigate the
enhancement of the radiating field far away from the metallic
surface we choose z=1000a0. To avoid plasma and exciton
resonances shown in Fig. 7 we choose ���p. It is useful to
define field-enhancement parameter as the ratio of electric
field at point z produced by the dipole placed at arbitrary
point z� and the dipole placed just outside the metal, at z�
=0

�z��,z,z�� =
Re Ez��,z,z��
Re Ez��,z,0�

.

Black-full lines in Fig. 8 show the field enhancement param-
eter as a function of the dipole position. When the dipole
frequency �=1.5�S is slightly above the plasma frequency
�Fig. 8�a��, and the dipole is placed inside the slab �z�=
−14a0� radiating field is around twenty times stronger com-
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FIG. 7. �Color online�. Spectra of p-polarized polaritons �2

c Az

for z=−19a0. Black �full� lines—complete spectra, red �dotted�
lines—diamagnetic contribution, and blue �dashed� lines—
paramagnetic contribution. Green line �inserted picture�—the
screening strength ��−1�� ,z�� inside the metallic slab �z=−19a0�.
Wave vectors Q are: �a� 0.002a0

−1; �b� 0.003a0
−1; �c� 0.004a0

−1; and
�d� 0.005a0

−1. Thin vertical line represents the position of the bulk
plasma frequency �p.
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pared to the situation when the dipole is placed outside of the
slab �z�=0a0�. For a higher dipole frequency �=1.7�S �Fig.
8�b�� the enhancement field parameter is only around three.

Red-dotted lines in Fig. 8 show the field enhancement
parameter when only the diamagnetic polarizability is in-
cluded. If we perform the same calculation, but starting from
the rectangular electron density �instead of Kohn-Sham den-
sity�, we obtain the result shown by the blue-dashed line.
This result corresponds to the classical result obtained by
solving the Maxwell equations with the slab represented by a
dielectric medium described by the dielectric function �=1

−
�p

2

�2 , of the same thickness as our jellium. Comparing these
results with the density profiles in Fig. 1 it is obvious that the
enhancement follows the density distribution. We see that for
�=1.5�p the enhancement is reduced almost by the factor
two. This effect can also be observed in Fig. 7 where the
strong resonant peak at ��1.5�p is missing when only dia-
magnetic response is included. For �=1.7�p enhancement is
not that much reduced. Enhancement in the surface region
z��−12a0 is weak, and does not depend on whether the
paramagnetic response is included or not.

This shows that including the current-current response
which contains interband electron-hole transitions is very im-
portant. On the other hand, if only diamagnetic polarizability
is included the enhanced field produced by dipole placed
inside the metal is modified and reduced. So two polarization
mechanisms work together to produce the enhancement even
above the resonant features in the spectra �when only virtual
processes contribute� and at large distances when one ex-
pects that only the classical effects are important.

The validity of all the above results can also be examined
by comparing the spectra in the nonretarded limit �c→� in
Eq. �52�� with the spectra obtained by using the propagator
of screened Coulomb interaction W�Q ,� ,z ,z��.37,38,46,47

Namely, we confirmed that D�� in nonretarded limit can be
related to W as

lim
c→�

�2

c
D���Q,�,z,z��

= − �iQ + z
�

�z
�

�
�− iQ + z

�

�z�
�

�

W�Q,�,z,z�� .

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we developed the quantum-mechanical for-
malism which enables calculation of the electromagnetic-
field propagator in the presence of a thin metallic slab. The
formalism is based on diagrammatic approach using DFT
within LDA as a starting point to describe electronic excita-
tions. The propagator is obtained by numerical solution of
the Dyson equation, which is given in terms of a free-photon
Green’s function and photon self-energy �i.e., slab conduc-
tivity tensor�, which can both be calculated analytically, as
shown in the appendices, except for the electron wave func-
tions that are obtained numerically as solutions of the Kohn-
Sham equations. We derived long-wavelength limit of the
response function and the quasistatic limit of the free-photon
propagator, and compared them with previous results.

To minimize the numerical effort we took advantage of
the symmetry of the problem and divided the equations for s
and p polarizations, which are shown to be independent and
therefore can be treated separately. We also divided the re-
sponse into diamagnetic �local� and paramagnetic �nonlocal�
parts, and treated each of them separately, since local and
nonlocal problems are incompatible numerically and require
completely different procedure. Even though from the nu-
merical point of view these types of response were treated
separately, our formalism enabled taking both mechanisms
into account as well as their mutual influence.

Using this formalism we calculated spectra of electromag-
netic excitations produced by an oscillating perturbation
placed in the vicinity or inside a metallic slab. We showed
that spectra in region outside the metal for frequencies �
�Qc have two sharp peaks corresponding to two surface
polaritons, and for frequencies ��Qc there is a continuum
of radiative modes. Also, the spectra outside the metal are
almost independent of the paramagnetic part of the response
function ���. This means that outside of the metal diamag-
netic response is dominant and therefore the spectra corre-
sponds to the classical spectra obtained by solving the Max-
well equations and using local dielectric function.39

On the other hand, inside the metal spectra are very dif-
ferent since both polarization mechanisms are very impor-
tant, and they strongly influence each other. Paramagnetic
response contributes with intense sharp peaks corresponding
to the blueshifted interband transition. Diamagnetic response
contributes to the peaks which represent longitudinal �bulk�
modes, since they are located around bulk plasma frequency
���p, i.e., at frequencies for which local dielectric function
��� ,z� is equal to zero. When both polarization mechanisms
are included the spectra are strongly modified.

We compared our results with the classical results and
showed that correspondence can be obtained by replacing
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FIG. 8. �Color online�. Black �full� lines show the radiating
electric field enhancement as function of oscillating dipole position
z�. Red �dotted� lines show enhanced field when only diamagnetic
response is included. Blue �dashed� lines show the enhancement
obtained for rectangular density profile or by solving the Maxwell
equations. Observer position is z=1000a0. Oscillating dipole fre-
quencies are �a� �=1.5�p and �b� 1.7�p. Dashed lines denote the
position of the jellium edge.
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our nonlocal dielectric function with the classical dielectric
function, since in both cases the dielectric function is directly
related to the electron density.

Finally, we investigated the enhancement of the electric
field produced by a point dipole placed inside metallic slab,
and showed that it changes significantly when the paramag-
netic contribution is taken into account. We also demon-
strated its dependence on the electronic-density profile,
which was discovered long time ago.4,6 This confirms that
the microscopic formulation of D�� is necessary for an ac-
curate description of the relevant experiments. In the future,
results presented here could be improved by using ab initio
methods. Systems which could be investigated first are
simple metal �such as lithium, beryllium, and boron�
monolayers,36 and the first step of this procedure was briefly
formulated in this paper.
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APPENDIX A: CURRENT-CURRENT RESPONSE
FUNCTION

1. Self-energy component �yy
para

We start from Eqs. �16� and �17�. Since we have chosen
vector Q to be in Ky direction, we shall first calculate �yy

para.
With this choice of the coordinate system, the y component
of the current producing n→m transition is

jnm
y �2K + Q,z� =

e�

2m
�2Ky + Q�n�z�m�z� . �A1�

Expressions �16� and �A1�, after some rearrangements, give

�yy
para�Q,�,z,z��

= −
e2�2

4m2c
�
nm

Inm
yy �Q,��n�z�m�z�n�z��m�z�� ,

where Inm
yy is the following integral over wave vector K

Inm
yy �Q,�� = 2� dK

�2��2 fn�K��2Ky + Q�2

� � 1

��� + i�� + En�K� − Em�K + Q�

+
1

��� + i�� + Em�K + Q� − En�K�� .

The K integration can be performed as follows: after intro-
ducing the polar coordinate system �Fig. 4�

Kx = K sin �, Ky = K cos �, dKxdKy = KdKd�

and using T=0 Fermi-Dirac function

fn�K� = ��EF − En −
�2K2

2m
� = ��KF

n − K���EF − En� ,

where

KF
n =�2m

�2 �EF − En�

we have

Inm
yy �Q,��=

2

�2��2��EF − En��
0

KF
n

KdK�
0

2�

d��2K cos � + Q�2

� � 1

��� + i�� + En − Em −
�2Q2

2m
−

�2KQ

m
cos �

+
1

��� + i�� + Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
+

�2KQ

m
cos �� .

The integration over � can be expressed as a sum in terms of
the standard integrals

�
0

2�

d�
cosn �

a + b cos �
�A2�

with n=0,1 ,2. Substituting z=ei� and using theorem of resi-
dues these integrals can be solved analytically.

The K integration is trivial, leading to

�yy
para�Q,�,z,z�� = �

n=1

Nocc

�
m=1

�

Fnm
yy �Q,��n�z�m�z�n�z��m�z�� ,

�A3�

where Nocc is the number of occupied perpendicular levels,
and

Fnm
xx �Q,�� =

m2e2

�c�6Q4�sgn�anm�Q,����Anm�Q,������ + i��

+ En − Em�2 − sgn�bnm�Q,����Bnm�Q,��

����� + i�� + Em − En�2 + bnm�Q,������ + i��

+ Em − En�2 − anm�Q,������ + i�� + En − Em�2

+ ��2QKF
n

m
�2�En − Em +

�2Q2

2m
�	

with

Anm�Q,�� = �anm�Q,���2 − ��2QKF
n

m
�2

,

Bnm�Q,�� = �bnm�Q,���2 − ��2QKF
n

m
�2

,

anm�Q,�� = ��� + i�� + En − Em −
�2Q2

2m
,

and

bnm�Q,�� = ��� + i�� + Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
.
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2. Self-energy component �xx
para

Since the x component of the current producing n→m
transition is

jnm
x �2K + Q,z� =

e�

m
Kxn�z�m�z� �A4�

expression �16� now gives

�xx
para�Q,�,z,z��

= −
e2�2

m2c
�
nm

Inm
xx �Q,��n�z�m�z�n�z��m�z��

�A5�

with

Inm
xx �Q,�� =

2

�2��2��EF − En��
0

KF
n

K3dK�
0

2�

d� sin2 �

� � 1

��� + i�� + En − Em −
�2Q2

2m
−

�2KQ

m
cos �

+
1

��� + i�� + Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
+

�2KQ

m
cos �� .

This time only the integrals of type Eq. �A2�, where n=0 and
2 appear in the angular integration, leading to

�xx
para�Q,�,z,z�� = �

n=1

Nocc

�
m=1

�

Fnm
xx �Q,��n�z�m�z�n�z��m�z�� ,

�A6�

where

Fnm
yy �Q,�� = −

m2e2

3�c�6Q4�sgn�anm�Q,����Anm�Q,��Anm�Q,�� − sgn�bnm�Q,����Bnm�Q,��Bnm�Q,�� + �bnm�Q,���3

− �anm�Q,���3 + 3��2QKF
n

m
�2�En − Em −

�2Q2

2m
�	 .

3. Self-energy component �zz
para

The perpendicular current associated with the n→m transition is �see Eq. �17��

jnm
z �2K + Q,z� =

e�

2im
jnm�z� �A7�

with

jnm�z� = n�z��zm�z� − m�z��zn�z� .

This time Eq. �16� gives

�zz
para�Q,�,z,z�� =

e2�2

4m2c
�
nm

Inm
zz �Q,��jnm�z�jmn�z�� , �A8�

where Izz is

Inm
zz �Q,��

=
2

�2��2��EF − En��
0

KF
n

KdK�
0

2�

� d�

��� + i�� + En − Em −
�2Q2

2m
−

�2KQ

m
cos �

−
d�

��� + i�� + Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
+

�2KQ

m
cos �� .

This integral is the simplest one because the only angular integral is of type Eq. �A2�, where n=0. After integration, taking into
account that jmn=−jnm, we get
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�zz
para�Q,�,z,z�� = �

n=1

Nocc

�
m=1

�

Fnm
zz �Q,��jnm�z�jnm�z�� ,

�A9�

where

Fnm
zz �Q,�� =

e2

4�c�2Q2�sgn�anm�Q,����Anm�Q,��

− sgn�bnm�Q,����Bnm�Q,��

+ 2�Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
�	

4. Self-energy components �yz
para and �zy

para

After inserting the currents Eqs. �A1� and �A7� in Eq.
�16�, we get

�yz
para�Q,�,z,z�� =

ie2�2

4m2c
�
nm

Inm
yz �Q�n�z�m�z�jmn�z�� ,

�A10�

�zy
para�Q,�,z,z�� =

ie2�2

4m2c
�
nm

Inm
yz �Q�jnm�z�n�z��m�z�� .

�A11�

K integral is the same in both cases and has the form

Inm
yz �Q� =

2

�2��2��EF − En��
0

KF
n

KdK�
0

2�

d��2K cos � + Q�

�� 1

��� + i�� + En − Em −
�2Q2

2m
−

�2KQ

m
cos �

−
1

��� + i�� + Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
+

�2KQ

m
cos �� .

After integration, using Eq. �A2�, where n=0 and 1, and
taking into account jmn=−jnm, we get

�yz
para�Q,�,z,z�� = �

n=1

Nocc

�
m=1

�

Fnm
yz �Q,��n�z�m�z�jmn�z�� ,

�A12�

�zy
para�Q,�,z,z�� = �

n=1

Nocc

�
m=1

�

Fnm
zy �Q,��jnm�z�n�z��m�z�� ,

�A13�

where

Fnm
yz �Q,�� = − Fnm

zy �Q,��

= i
e2m

2�c�4Q3�sgn�anm�Q,����Anm�Q,��

����� + i�� + En − Em� + sgn�bnm�Q,���

��Bnm�Q,������ + i�� + Em − En� − 2�2�� + i��2

− 2�Em − En��Em − En +
�2Q2

2m
� + ��2QKF

n

m
�2	 .

There is no need to analyze in detail the other four compo-
nents because it is easy to see that they are all equal to zero.
Indeed, since x current

jnm
x �2K + Q,z� =

e�

m
Kxn�z�m�z�

is linear in sin �, i.e., odd as a function of �, obviously

�xy
para = �yx

para = �xz
para = �zx

para = 0.

APPENDIX B: FREE-PHOTON PROPAGATOR

In this section we shall derive the free-photon propagator
D��

0 defined in Eq. �8� by connecting it with the electric field
E��r ,r� ,�� at the point r produced by a point dipole placed
at r�, following the procedure presented in Ref. 39. As is
well known,42 the Green’s functions �8� coincides with the
classical Green’s function for the classical Maxwell’s equa-
tions. The electric field produced by a classical external cur-
rent distribution j��r ,�� is given by

E��r,�� = i
�

c �
�
� dr1D��

0 �r,r1,��j��r1,�� . �B1�

Suppose that the external current is produced by an oscillat-
ing point dipole P0e−i�t at point r�, i.e.,

j��r1,�� = − i�P0
���r1 − r�� . �B2�

After inserting this in Eq. �B1� and Fourier transforming in
the direction parallel to the surface, we get the expression for
electric field in terms of D��

0

E��Q,�,z,z�� =
�2

c
D��

0 �Q,�,z,z��P0
�. �B3�

On the other hand, the electric field of the dipole can be
obtained directly by solving Maxwell’s equations. After
combining the Faraday and Ampere laws we get39

�� � � � −
�2

c2 Î	E�r,r�,�� = 4�
�2

c2 ��r − r��P0,

�B4�

where Î=xx+yy+zz is the unit dyadic. Using the identity

� � � � = ��− Î	 ,

the Gauss’s law

�E�r,�� = 4���r,�� ,

the equation of continuity

�j�r,�� = i���r,�� , �B5�

and Eq. �B2�, Eq. �B4� becomes
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	 + K0
2�E�r,r�,�� = − 4�
��+ K0

2Î���r − r��P0, �B6�

where K0
2= �2

c2 . After three-dimensional Fourier transforma-
tion Eq. �B6� becomes

E��r,r�,�� = 4�� d3k

�2��3

− k�k� + K0
2���

k2 − K0
2 P0

�eik�r−r��,

�B7�

which can also be written as

E�r,r�,�� = 4�
��+ K0
2Î�� d3k

�2��3

eik�r−r��

k2 − K0
2 P0. �B8�

After integrating over kz and calculating the gradients, we
see that the Fourier component of E�r ,r� ,�� can be written
as

E�Q,�,z,z�� = �− 4���z − z��zz +
2�iK0

2

k�


eses

+ epep�eik��z−z���P0. �B9�

Finally, comparing Eqs. �B3� and �B9� we get the explicit
expression for the free-space electromagnetic-field propaga-
tor

D̂0�Q,�,z,z�� = −
4�c

�2 ��z − z��zz +
2�i

ck�


eses + epep�eik��z−z��.

�B10�

Here unit vectors es=Q0�z and ep= 1
K0

�−k� sgn�z−z��Q0

+Qz�, with Q0 being the unit vector in Q direction and k�

=�K0
2−Q2, give directions of s�TE� and p�TM�-polarized

field components, respectively. If we choose the coordinate
system so that Q0=y �unit vector in y direction�, we get the

tensor D̂0 in the explicit form presented in Eqs. �21�–�25�.
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